
Contra Waltz Workshop  
Blue Moon Dance Weekend 
Huntsville, AL – May 20, 2017 
 
Variations taught by Tim Lamm and Paula Harrison 
 
We gleaned these moves from various sources, including Richard Powers, Peggy Leiby & Ret 
Turner, Gaye Fifer, and various YouTube videos. 

Part 1 – Promenade and Skater’s Waltz Variations 
 
The step is “waltz walk”: smooth flowing steps, one step (change of weight) per beat of the 
music. 

- Keep your weight forward; dance on the balls of your feet. 
- Take small, quick steps of equal length. 

  
Waltz Promenade 

- easy to lead and follow 
- good for maneuvering on congested floors 
- not everyone enjoys lots of turning 

 
1. In promenade position, do waltz walk forward counterclockwise around floor (LOD = “line of 
direction”) 
 
2. Traveling twirl on 1-2-3 

- Lead raises his left arm on previous count 6; slight nudge behind follow’s back on count 
1.  Lead keeps walking forward. 

- Follow does 2 pivot steps (right forward, left backward) plus step right forward---all in 
line of direction 

- Lead traces a “halo” around follow’s head as she turns.  This helps to pace her twirl and 
keep her balanced.  

- Bring the arm back down on count 3. 
 
3. Double twirl 

- Follow makes one full turn on 1-2-3 as above, then another on 4-5-6.  
- She has to “throw” her left shoulder into the turn on count 4 to get enough rotation.  

 
4. The “Eddy” 

- promenade your partner in a little circle to the right (or left) 
 
5, The “Splits” 

- Use to go around an obstacle on the floor, such as a column or another couple 
- Lead gives his partner a significant look, then gently pushes her away. 
- They continue walking forward around either side of the obstacle and rejoin. 
- Maintain eye contact with partner. 



 
Shadow Position (AKA “sweetheart,” “cape” or “varsouvienne” position) 

- follow on the right of the lead, both facing LOD. 
- lead’s right arm extended behind her shoulders holding her right hand; left hands held 

in front 
 
1. Transition from promenade into shadow 

- Lead a twirl as above, but change the follow’s right hand from lead’s left hand to his 
right hand over her head on counts 2 and 3 of the twirl.  Lead catches her left hand with 
his left hand as she comes around to face line of direction. 

 
2. Side Slips 

- Change follow from lead’s right side to his left, and vice versa. This is a “cross trail” 
move: lead moves to the outside track as the follow moves to the inside track, or v.v. 

 
3. Wheel around as a couple to the left or right.  It takes about 6 steps for a complete turn. 
 
4. Transition from shadow to promenade 

- Lead a clockwise traveling twirl on 1-2-3, as above.  Lead drops follow’s left hand on his 
right shoulder and takes promenade position. 

 
Skater’s and Hammerlock Waltz Variations 

- In right-side skater’s position, both face LOD, the follow on the lead’s right. His R arm is 
behind her back and he holds her RH on her R waist. His LH is in front holding her LH at 
waist level. Or the follow can be on the left, with lead’s L arm behind her back (left-side 
skater’s position).  

- The hammerlock positions are like role-reversed skater’s positions.  In right-side 
hammerlock position, both face LOD, the follow on the lead’s right. Her LH is behind his 
back holding his LH at waist level, near the center of his back. Her RH is in front holding 
his RH at waist level. Or the follow can be on the left, with her R arm behind his back 
(left-side hammerlock position).  

 
1. From right-side shadow position, lasso transition to left-side hammerlock 

- Starting in shadow position with the follow on the right, the lead raises LHs out over her 
head; she turns right to face back RLOD as he lowers RHs (don't let go). With his LH he 
leads her behind his back, around to his L side. His RH is placed in Hammerlock position 
behind his back and his LH is in front of her. (6 counts) 

 
2. From left-side hammerlock to left-side skater’s 

- He brings LHs back in between them, to turn her CW to her R, immediately lowering 
that hand behind her back to her left waist. He offers his RH in front. (3 counts) 

- Same transition with an extra turn: He begins the same way then circles her head CW 
with the LHs. She turns in place 2 full turns. End in left side skater’s position, LHs 
comfortably at the left side of her waist, RHs in front of man. (6 counts) 

 



3. Left-side skater’s to right-side hammerlock 
- Starting in skater’s position with the follow on the left, the lead raises RHs out over her 

head; she turns left to face back RLOD as he lowers LHs (don't let go). With his RH he 
leads her behind his back, around to his R side. His LH is placed in Hammerlock position 
behind his back and his RH is in front of her. (6 counts) 

 
4. Right-side Hammerlock to right-side skater’s 

- He brings RHs back in between them, to turn her CCW, immediately lowering that hand 
behind her back to her right waist. He offers his LH in front. (3 counts) 

- This can also be done with an extra turn, as above. (6 counts) 
 
5. Right-side skater’s to promenade 

- Lead a cw twirl as in the exit from shadow position. (3 counts) 
 
Note: Skater’s and shadow positions are very similar.  You can do most of the same variations in 
each (e.g. side slips, wheel). 
 
The timing of all these walking variations is flexible.  Let the follow go at her own pace. 

Part 2 – Turning (“Rotary”) Waltz Variations 
 
Detailed Description of Turning Waltz 
 

Man’s role on counts 1-2-3: 
- Start in closed position with M’s back to center of room. 
- M rotates ¼ clockwise to turn his back to LOD, placing himself in front of his partner, 

and steps back with his LF on count 1. 
- M continues his clockwise rotation, stepping RF behind LF on count 2. 
- On count 3, M has his back to the outside wall and he steps LF in place. 

 
Woman’s role on counts 1-2-3: 
- Start facing into the center of the room. 
- Rotate ¼ clockwise to face LOD, swinging you partner around you to the right, and step 

RF forward between his feet on count 1. 
- Continue walking forward LF, RF on counts 2-3 in an arc clockwise, always facing your 

partner. 
- On count 3, W is facing outside wall. 

 
Man’s role on count 4-5-6: Same as W’s role on counts 1-2-3. 
Woman’s role on count 4-5-6: Same as M’s role on counts 1-2-3. 

 
Matador and Cuddle Variations 
 
1. Traveling twirl on 4-5-6 

- Make a half waltz turn on counts 1-2-3 but over-rotate a little bit, so follow’s back is to 



LOD. 
- On counts 4-5-6, lead lists his LH to twirl the follow along the outside track. She does 3 

pivot steps (back left, forward right, back left), making a half turn on each step. 
- He traces the halo around her head as she turns. He walk forward briskly on the inside 

track so that he can get ahead of her to resume waltzing on the next count 1. 
- Lower the arm on count 6. 

 
2. Outside twirl to matador position and lasso 

- On counts 4-5-6, lead lifts his LH to twirl follow to the outside.  He immediately catches 
her with his RH behind her back. Lead is facing LOD; follow is facing RLOD. 

- In 6 counts, lead gives the follow a nudge with his RH and with his LH lassos her 
clockwise around behind him and across in front of him.  

- She walks forward in a circle around him.  He faces LOD the whole time, but side-steps 
(like a do-si-do) to make it easier for her to get around. 

- He catches her with his RH as she crosses back to the outside track, and they resume 
waltzing on the next count 1. 

 
3. Surprise swing-out to cuddle position 

- On counts 4-5-6, lead releases his RH from behind her back, letting follow back into 
swing-out position diagonally toward the outside wall. 

- Taking two hands, lead turns her with a loop of his LH into cuddle position on his right 
side. Using her momentum, they wheel around CW. 

- Facing LOD, lead twirls her CW once with a loop of his LH then again with a loop of his 
RH, ending in waltz position. 

 
A great waltzer is not one who knows hundreds of variations.  Rather, a great waltzer is one 
who makes the dance enjoyable for his or her partner.  Happy waltzing! 
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